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Simulation models in the social sciences

Introduction

This chapter is aimed at providing an overview of the role that simulation models play in
the social sciences. Following a short history of simulation in the social sciences, we will
discuss a number of typical simulation models. First, some simulations of real world
systems excluding human behaviour are being discussed. Second, a number of simulations
of behaviour in the context of social dilemmas are being discussed. Finally, a number of
multi-agents simulations are being discussed that are aimed at simulating human behaviour
in complex environments.

Simulation is a young and rapidly growing field in the social sciences (cf. Axelrod,
1997, pp. 21). The development of simulation models originates from the field of
mathematics. Only in the last ten years a rapid growth can be witnessed in the field of
psychology. The growth in computer processing speed was one of the important
conditions that facilitated this. Overviews of this new and rapidly developing area can be
found in Vallacher and Nowak (1994), Doran and Gilbert (1994), Gilbert and Conte
(1995), Conte, Hegselmann and Terna (1997) and Gilbert and Troitzsch (1999). Many
scientists and/or computer programmers, have been, and still are, fascinated by the
possibilities computers offer for modelling some part of the world. Computerised models
make it possible to simulate the behaviour of part of a real word system (i.e., the target
system). The aims one has with a particular simulation model usually determine which
characteristics of a real-world system are being formalised. Consequently, it is possible to
develop various models that all describe different aspects of the same target system. As
Doran and Gilbert (1994, p. 6) state:

‘It is usually possible to classify this multitude of models in various ways. Some models will be
relatively concrete, some abstract. Some will be much more complex than others, and different models
will relate to different aspects of the target system. For example, we may have a very simple and
abstract or a very complex and detailed model of an eagle; and one model may concentrate upon the
eagle’s ability to fly, while another may focus on its digestive tract.’

Consequently, the applicability of any model depends on the relation between the purpose
one has with the model and the characteristics of the real-world system that are (not)
included in the model. As such, a given simulation model may be applicable for one
purpose, whilst being inappropriate for another purpose, as has been discussed in Chapter
3 on simulated fish-stock exploitation. Axelrod (1997, pp. 23-24) identifies seven purposes
simulations can be used for: 1: prediction (e.g., weather forecasting), 2: performance (e.g.,
medical diagnosis), 3: training (e.g., flight simulators), 4: entertainment (e.g., flight
simulators, SimCity2000), 5: education (e.g., simulations of medical interventions), 6: proof
(e.g., proof of the thesis that ‘complex behaviour results from simple rules’), and 7:
discovery (e.g. of new principles and relationships).

Within the social sciences, many simulation models have been developed in more
recent years. As the social sciences cover a broad array of topics, a multitude of very
differing models has been developed, ranging from abstract game-theoretical simulations
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to simulations of micro-worlds. However, a clear community of social scientists using
computer simulations does not exist yet4. Axelrod (1997) illustrates this with his
observation that publications are scattered over various journals, which are often not
primarily social scientific journals. The purposes of these simulations however are quite
uniform: prediction of developments, proof of principles and discovery of effects. In this
chapter, some contemporary examples of simulations pertaining to social science problems
will be discussed. For a more extensive listing and information, the reader is referred to
Brehmer and Dörner (1993), Garson (1994), Gilbert and Doran (1994), Gilbert and Conte
(1995) and Conte et al. (1997). This chapter will end with a discussion on the use of
existing behavioural theories in the development of algorithms for the simulation of social
systems. But first, a short history of simulation in the social sciences will be sketched.

A short history of simulation in the social sciences

In the beginning of computing, when the first programming languages became available,
some social scientists had large expectations about the possibilities of capturing
behavioural processes in computer models. For example, Newell, Shaw and Simon (1958)
postulated a theory of human problem solving that resembled a computer programme.
Their theory consisted of three parts: (1) a control system consisting of a number of
memories, (2) a number of primitive information processes which operated on the information in
the memories, and (3) a perfect definite set of rules for combining the processes into
whole programs of processing. Newell et al. (1958) state that at this level of theorising, the
observed behaviour of an organism is explained by a program of primitive information
processes that generates this behaviour. Their article ends with the optimistic conclusion
that ‘the vaguenesses that have plagued the theory of higher mental processes and other parts of psychology
disappear when the phenomena are described as programs’ (Newell et al., 1958, pp. 166).

Hovland (1960) made a comparison between humans and computers with respect
to solving theorems in Euclidean geometry, and concluded that these problems were
solved in an analogous manner. Hovland (1960) further elaborated on future possibilities
with respect to learning computers. He suggested that it would be possible to program a
computer for ‘reading’ slides with cancer cells and to identify them as malignant or non-
malignant. Hovland suggested that the use of larger sets of object characteristics would
enable computers to determine the species of, e.g., a flower just by reading a picture. With
respect to psychology, Hovland (1960, pp. 692) states that ‘Computer methodology may make
possible a broadening of our understanding of behavior by emphasizing the simulation of single individuals
and then studying variations between them. The integration of these complementary approaches in new
computer work will help us to reduce the gap between group averages and individual processes’.

The large expectations in the beginning of the sixties stimulated a lot of researchers
to experiment with the simulation of social behaviour. Besides Newell et al. (1958) and
Hovland (1960), Abelson (1968) mentions several other researchers who developed
simulation programmes. Colby, Watt and Gilbert (1966) worked on simulating a neurotic
belief system and on a simulated interviewer (‘doctor’) that could ‘talk’ with the ‘patient’.

                                                          
4 However, a social scientific community is emerging in this field, as is indicated by e.g. the First

International Conference on Computer Simulation and the Social Sciences (Cortona Italy, 1997) and
the start of The Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation
(http://www.soc.surrey.ac.uk/JASSS/JASSS.html).
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These programs aimed to simulate a particular single individual, in contrast to e.g., the
Elementary Perception and Memory (EPAM) simulation (Feigenbaum and Simon, 1963),
which was aimed at simulating unspecified or average individual behaviour. Cohen (1963)
tried to model social influence within the Asch paradigm. McWhinney (1964) tried to
simulate information exchange in small groups. Hägerstrand (1965) tried to simulate the
innovation diffusion among farmers with a spatially oriented model. Coleman (1965)
modelled teenage smoking as depending on the smoking habits of friends and the choice
of friends. Raino (1965) used a stochastic theory of social interaction to simulate and study
sociometric group structure. Abelson and Bernstein (1963) simulated the change of
opinions on fluoridation in a community. For a discussion of the social science simulations
developed in the sixties the reader is referred to Abelson (1968) and Nowak, Szamrej and
Latané (1990).

Despite the large expectations that arose in the sixties, the use of computer
simulations would not flourish in the social and behavioural sciences. Nowak et al. (1990,
pp. 371) suggested that this occurred ‘perhaps as a result of the ad hoc quality of many of the
assumptions in the models, perhaps because of dissatisfaction with the plausibility of their outcomes despite
their dependence on extensive parameter estimation, or perhaps because they were introduced at a time when
computers were still cumbersome and slow and programming time-consuming and expensive’. As a result,
the interest in computer simulations vanished. The decline lasted for a quarter of a century,
while computing power increased and faster personal computers conquered the desks of
many scientists. Then the development and use of computer simulations really started to
flourish. Garson’s (1994) inventory of simulation programmes in the social sciences clearly
shows that in the 80's this discipline became productive, and in the 90's, where desk
computing power nearly exploded and graphical interfaces strongly improved, this
productivity showed an exponential growth.  Currently one can witness an enormous
growth in the number of scientists who have (re)discovered simulation as a tool to study
various social processes.

Within the scope of this monograph it is impossible to provide an inventory
covering a wide range of simulation programmes. Therefore, several representative
simulation programs will be presented to illustrate the principles of simulation and to show
how these models are used within the behavioural sciences.

Looking at the many simulation programs that exist in the social sciences, one can
make a distinction between three types of simulations. First, many simulations have been
developed aiming to describe a certain real-world system (e.g, Meadows, 1989;
Strohschneider, 1991; Haslam & Wright, 1993). Usually, these simulations are being used
as a tool to study the behaviour of real people interacting with or managing such a
simulated system. Within this category fall the simulations of more complex resources
(e.g., fish-stocks), used to experiment with the decision-making of real people in a
commons dilemma. In some cases, such simulations also describe changes in human
factors, such as population growth and employment. However, in most cases this does not
imply that several active agents are being formalised, but rather that some passive
dependent variables inform the model user about supposed developments regarding
human behaviour.

Second, many simulations are being focused at the decision rules of actively
behaving simulated agents (e.g., Axelrod, 1980a, 1980b; Conte, 1996; Macy, 1996).
Logically, these agents are being confronted with an environment they ‘live in’, but the
focus is at the experimentation with behavioural strategies of agents. This type of
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simulations typically employs multi-agent simulation as a modelling tool, because this
allows for studying the behavioural dynamics following from interactions between agents.
Within this category fall the simulations of agents in a repeated prisoners’ dilemma.

Third, a number of simulations is primarily directed at studying the interactions
between the behaviour of many agents and an environmental system (e.g., Epstein and
Axtell, 1996; Steels, 1995; Ernst, 1998). These simulations combine a multi-agent approach
with the simulation of a real world system.

In the following sections several simulations will be presented and discussed that fit
within the three categories sketched above. First, some real-world system simulations are
being presented, some of which are being applied in the study of human behaviour in
commons dilemmas. Following that, a separate section is describing some representative
multi-agent simulations of behaviour. These refer to multi-agent simulations of social
dilemmas. A subsequent section is being devoted to simulations of behaviour in more
complex simulated environments. Recapitulating on the previous sections, a final section is
discussing the use of multi-agent techniques for simulating environmentally relevant
behaviour.

Simulating real-world systems

Many systems, such as the immune system, food chains and the economy, change and
reorganise their component parts to adapt to their ever changing environments (Holland,
1992). This also holds for many issues involving the management of natural resources.
Such systems can be conceived as ‘moving targets’, because they are constantly changing
without reaching an equilibrium. Consequently, they are difficult to understand and to
control. Despite the fact that these systems at first glance appear to have no common
characteristics, the mechanisms that underlie them are similar with respect to three
characteristics: evolution, aggregate behaviour and anticipation. Evolution refers to the
adaptation of systems to changing environments. Aggregate behaviour refers to the
emergence of overall system behaviour from the behaviour of its component parts.
Anticipation refers to the expectations the agents involved have regarding future
outcomes. Systems that have these three characteristics can be grouped under the name of
complex adaptive systems (Holland, 1992; Trisoglio, 1995). Theories of complex adaptive
systems confront us with our fundamental limits to understand, control and manage social
behaviour, and they force us to deal with unpredictability.

Many simulation models describe some real world system, for example a town,
fisheries or a tribal society in a relative simple manner. In the simulation of what is called a
microworld (Brehmer and Dörner, 1993) a limited set of variables and relations (feedbacks)
between those variables is being formalised. However, despite their simplicity, such a
microworld may demonstrate unpredictable behaviour because of its structural complexity.
A limited number of variables, interacting with each other following certain rules and
feedbacks involving delays, may yield system behaviour that is very difficult to understand
without knowing the rules. Even if one knows the rules, it may take some time
experimenting with the system to learn about the dynamics of the systems’ behaviour. The
more realistic (i.e., often complex) the dynamics captured in a simulation, the more
difficult it becomes to understand the behaviour of the microworld its reactions to (human
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induced) changes. Such simulations can therefore be understood as describing a complex
adaptive system.

Because in simulated microworlds the variables and their relations are known, at
least to the researcher, the complexity of the relevant situations is better known than that
of real world systems. Ideally, the relations as formalised in the microworld are based upon
empirical data, so as to guarantee a maximal ecological validity of the microworld. A major
advantage of such simulations is that one can simulate a period of years in just a couple of
minutes, and thus may study the long-term effects of behaviour in a relatively short period
of time.

Just like in real-world systems, the behaviour of a microworld partly depends on
how people interact with it, for example because of their perception (cognitive
representation) of the microworld5. People thus can behave in a self-regulative manner,
just like in field settings. Comparing the actual system with the system as perceived by
decision-makers allows for studying how (mis)representations of the system develop in
time and what the consequences are for the system’s behaviour and decision-making
process.

The development of microworlds thus yields a tool that allows for the
experimental study of how people behave (manage) in ecologically valid situations,
allowing for causal interpretations that are hard to obtain in field research. As such, the use
of microworlds in research may bridge the gap between laboratory and field studies in
psychology (Brehmer and Dörner, 1993).

Simulating resource dilemmas
The experimental games that have been discussed in Chapter 2 can be regarded as very
simple simulations (representations) of real-world resource systems. As concluded by a.o.
Nemeth (1972) and Pruitt and Kimmel (1977), these games do not bear any mundane
validity, which makes it questionable to translate experimental results to real-life resource
dilemmas. Since then, more attention has been given to translating the properties of real-
world dilemmas into experimental games (e.g., Messick and Brewer, 1983).

The introduction of the resource dilemma paradigm yielded an important increase
in the mundane realism of experimental games (e.g., Jerdee and Rosen, 1974; Rubenstein et
al., 1975; Brechner, 1977, see also Chapter 2 on research traditions in the study of the
commons dilemma). The introduction of a collective resource allowed for playing
sequential games in which the subjects had a multiple choice in deciding how much to
harvest. The simplest system consists of a resource that is being exploited by a number of
persons. Each time-step or round of the experiment, the common resource grows with a
certain number of units. However, each round of the experiment the participants may take
a number of units out of the resource. Making the growth-rate of the resource dependent
on the number of units available in the previous round signifies the social dilemma: each
person has the choice of harvesting as much as possible now, at the risk of over-exploiting
the resource, resulting in a decrease or even a collapse in future harvesting opportunities. A
sustainable use of this renewable resource requires that one restricts the number of units
taken per round. This may lead towards a larger outcome in the long run, as one may
harvest resource units for a long time.

                                                          
5 A consequence is that, unlike in most ‘classical’ laboratory settings, no clearcut distinction between

dependent and independent variables can be made.
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Many researchers employed simulations that explicitly deal with the management
of such a limited resource (e.g., Kramer, McClintock and Messick, 1996; Birjulin, Smith
and Bell, 1993; Samuelson et al., 1984; see also Messick and Brewer, 1983). However, the
resources containing abstract ‘units’ or ‘points’ hardly resemble real-world systems. To
enhance the realism of these experiments, the units were, for example, translated into fish
(e.g., Mosler, 1993). Hence, the above-described abstract resource-game was translated
into a sea with a stock of fish, where the persons playing the game could consider
themselves as fishermen. The realism is captured in the easy to understand notion that if
the fish-stock is low due to over-fishing, the players should restraint from harvesting for a
considerable time before the fish-stock has grown to match its original size. Moreover,
over-fishing eventually may lead towards extinction of the fish. Despite the fact that the
introduction of the noun ‘fish’ increased the psychological realism of the resource, the
resource dynamics were still far from realistic, causing the system behaviour to be incorrect
(e.g., incorrect growth dynamics).

The increasing computing power allowed for the development of more elaborated
fish-stock simulations, e.g. Fish-Banks (Meadows, 1989) and FISH (Gifford and Wells,
1991).

Fish-banks
Fish-banks (Meadows, 1989) can be considered as a game in which teams of people run
fishing companies aiming to maximise their assets. To do so, they can negotiate with other
companies and seek out and make strategic use of available information. The computer
program calculates all their financial transactions and tracks the status of the fish
population, based on fish catch, births, and deaths. The players have to decide how much
to catch and invest in new boats on the basis of their perception of the fish-stock, the
assets of their firm and their expectations (trust) regarding the behaviour of the other
firms. The players thus deal with ecological, economic, and psychological forces in
managing their fishing company and negotiating with the other firms. Fish-banks is a
simulation model that is typically being used for educational purposes, by letting people
experience the complexities associated with managing renewable resources.

FISH
FISH (Gifford and Wells, 1991) is a resource game that includes aspects such as the initial
fish-stock (pool size), number of seasons (trials), probability of harvest (catching a fish),
various income and cost variables, degree of certainty about the size of the fish-stock,
spawning (regeneration) rate, length of the time permitted for a cast and the amount of
off-season time required for spawning (Hine and Gifford, 1996). This yields a fine
instrument for studying the effects of various system properties on individual harvesting
behaviour. Fore example, Hine and Gifford (1996) used this simulation model to study
how environmental uncertainty affects harvesting behaviour.

Despite the appeal and mundane realism Fish-banks and FISH, the fish-system as used in
such simulations does not employ actual data on fisheries. Hence, they do not capture the
real-world dynamics of fish populations (Summers, 1996). The fast developments in
computing power allowed scientists working on ecological models to develop running
simulations of complex ecological systems. Introducing such ecologically validated
simulation models in the study of resource management broadens the scope of possible
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research topics. Whereas in the previous simulations the behaviour of man was the prime
object of study, the introduction of ecological simulations allows for studying the
interactions between man and ecology. Here, research questions address the relation
between e.g., management strategies and ecological developments. Simulation models that
employ a more realistic modelling of this ‘fishing-dilemma’ are for example ‘Individual
Choice and Social Effects’ (Summers, 1996), and the fish-simulation of Moxnes (1998), as
discussed below.

‘Individual Choice and Social Effects’
Summers (1996) uses the Atlantic fisheries to look at conflicts between immediate need
satisfaction and long-term sustainability. Thirty years of government statistics on fisheries
supply the ‘Individual Choice and Social Effects’ model with the necessary empirical data.
To further increase mundane realism, Summers developed a multi-media interface,
presenting on-screen movies, moving graphs of results, still photos, cartoon animations
and audio instructions. The variables in his simulation include fish-stocks, replenishment
rate, average household expenses, value per ton of fish, amount of fishing per year,
number of competing fishermen (up to 30.500) and their harvesting strategies, actual fish-
catch per year, yearly income and the levels of harvesting that would maintain a sustainable
level of the fish resource. The player himself may specify the decision strategy for the
competitors. Four different strategies are being formalised for the competitors, namely
maximising, discounting (a non-linear strategy, where short-term interests are
disproportionately valued), maximinimum take (maximising the minimum harvest, which
is still a sustainable strategy) and Tit-for-Tat (do what the other player did in the previous
time-step). All the competitors behave the same, and react only on the behaviour of the
player. Consequently, the number of competitors constitutes a multiplying factor
representing the pressure on the fish-stock. Because this involves that all fishermen are
being represented in a single ‘meta-actor’, the competing fishermen cannot interact with
one another, as would be the case in a multi-agent model. The goals of this simulation tool
are twofold. First, it offers an opportunity to collect data on decision-making in commons
dilemmas. Second, it may be used for public/educational presentations to demonstrate the
character of complex commons dilemmas.

The cod simulation of Moxnes
Moxnes (1998) confronted experienced fishermen with a virgin fish-stock of simulated
cod, and allowed them to fish for 20 virtual years. The cod-model was being developed
followed a standard cohort-model with fixed mortality, and non-linear recruitment (young
fish). The fishermen had information on the economic situation (e.g., revenue, operating
costs, interest) and on the fish (catch, estimated maximum catch and estimated stock size).
Using this information the fishermen had to decide on investments in and utilisation of
the fleet. Moxnes calculated an optimal resource level that would yield the highest
outcome level for the fishermen. The fishermen were given exclusive rights on the fish-
stock (no competitors), thereby avoiding the commons problem. However, the fishermen
over-invested 60% in fishing capacity, leading towards a resource size of 15% below the
optimal level. This experiment demonstrated that it is not only the commons structure that
leads to over-harvesting, but also the misperception of feedback from the ecological
system.
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Besides simulated fishing, which forms a natural clear-cut example of a social
dilemma, also other natural systems have been captured into simulations. MORO
(Strohschneider, 1991; 1994a; 1994b) provides a beautiful example of a simulation of a
complex system that is being used to investigate human management behaviour.

MORO
MORO (Strohschneider, 1991; 1994a; 1994b) entails a simple system consisting of a tribe
of semi-nomads living in a natural system. The system comprises variables such as
population, amount of cattle, groundwater level, number of tse-tse flies and number of
pastures. The tribe is being formalised as a single meta-actor, and hence the model does
not comprise interactions between tribe members. People who are playing with MORO
have the task to manage this system, maintaining good living conditions for the Moros. To
do so, they may effectuate different policy measures, such as setting up a field hospital,
spraying insecticides, and sinking water-wells. The resulting dynamics are often hard to
forecast by players. For example, to decrease famine, people may want to cultivate more
pastureland, and therefore decide to sink water-wells. Whereas this results in an increase of
living conditions in the short term, in the long run the groundwater level decreases and the
pastureland becomes unusable, thus leading to a more severe famine than in the situation
where no water-wells were situated. MORO is being used as a tool to study the choice
behaviour of real people managing such a system6. Strohschneiders’ (1994a) main results
indicate that non-analytical, short-term oriented troubleshooting behaviour is very typical
for human planning in such systems.

Whereas MORO represents simulations of relatively limited complex systems,
other programmers made efforts to model more extended complex systems. An example
of such a simulation is SimCity2000, which is aimed at simulating the management of a
city.

SimCity 2000
In SimCity 2000 (Haslam and Wright, 1993) the player is in the position of a mayor of a
town. Simulated citizens, the so-called ‘Sims’, inhabit the town. If your town provides
good living conditions for the Sims, their population will grow and they will build homes,
stores and working places. If, however, the living conditions are poor, the Sims will leave
town. It is possible to start with existing scenario cities, but it is also possible to build your
own city, ranging from a small rural town up to a huge metropolis. As a mayor the player
is responsible for planning (zoning, long- and short-range strategies), the city infrastructure
(water, power, transportation), government services (police, fire brigade, hospitals,
prisons), education (schools, colleges, libraries and museums), recreational facilities and
open spaces (parks, zoos, stadiums, marinas), the city budget and taxes, land manipulation
and the health, wealth and happiness of the Sims in the city. Most actions of the mayor,
e.g., constructing a power plant, cost money. To raise this money, you may impose taxes
on the Sims and their enterprises. A good infrastructure is important for the living
                                                          
6 However, simulations of this type can also be used for training purposes. An example is Code Red

(United States Fire Administration, 1985), which simulates a forest area with occasional fires. This
simulation model is being used to train employees of the U.S. Fire Administration on budgetary,
regulatory and zoning decisions. Another example of a (road) environmental simulation that is also
being used for training purposes is the Driving Simulator of the Centre for Environmental and
Traffic Psychology, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
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conditions of the Sims and the development of the town. However, raising the taxes to
develop and maintain the infrastructure may impose too heavy a burden on the Sims and
their businesses, which results in decreasing living conditions and Sims leaving town. The
toughest challenge is thus to maintain a huge city without sacrificing your Sims’ quality of
life, without going broke maintaining the infrastructure, and without raising taxes so high
that businesses relocate (Haslam and Wright, 1993, pp. 2).

Whereas SimCity 2000 offers a great tool for playing with infrastructural planning,
the behaviour of the Sims is modelled in a rather simple way. The Sims are not modelled
individually, but like in MORO they are represented by a single ‘macro-actor’. In a
‘population window’ the player can get information on the number of people and the age-
distribution, their health and their educational level. Moreover, it is possible to get spatial
information on population density and population changes. However, SimCity 2000 does
not involve social interactions between the Sims, because it does not employ the multi-
agent approach to model such interactions. Consequently, SimCity 2000 is not equipped to
simulate changes in behaviour and the effects of various policy measures that address
behaviour. Policy is limited to infrastructural changes and taxes. As such, it can be
concluded that SimCity 2000 offers a rather technocratic vision on the development and
management (government) of cities. Currently, in SimCity 2000 certain (parts of) cities
existing in the real world have been modelled, and users can implement various plans, e.g.,
where to plan a new residential area, to test their functionality. Regarding infrastructural
planning this seems to be a useful application of SimCity 2000 because it confronts the
planner in a systematic way with the many pro’s and con’s of several infrastructural
planning decisions

Comments on the simulation of real-world systems
Several simulations of real-world systems can and are being used as tools to study how real
people manage such systems. If a renewable resource is simulated in an ecologically valid
way, it is possible to study the behaviour of real people in a realistic yet controllable
situation. Especially in comparison to experiments where subjects are being confronted
with abstract resources, these real world system simulations add mundane realism to the
experimental game paradigm. Consequently, they add to our understanding of how people
manage such systems, and what factors affect people’s harvesting strategies.

Two limitations can be identified in the models that have previously been
discussed. First, the fact remains that no matter how realistic the real-world system is being
modelled, only a few persons are performing the management task in an experimental
setting, and the outcomes of the simulations do not significantly affect their lives. Second,
many real-world systems, especially environmental-economic systems, involve the
behaviour of many people. Here, the management task involves the interaction between
human behaviour and the environmental system instead of the environmental system
alone. Strategies that are aimed at changing behaviour play a crucial role in this
management task. Therefore, to resolve these limitations, it is necessary to include relevant
behavioural processes in the simulation of real-world systems. Such simulations should, for
example, reveal the behavioural dynamics that underlie resource depletion, and offer a tool
to experiment with measures aimed at changing behaviour.

Above, both MORO and SimCity2000 were discussed as simulation programmes
of real-world systems. Yet it was mentioned that these simulations included the behaviour
of people (a tribe and the ‘Sims’ respectively). Because both MORO and SimCity2000 use
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a single macro-actor in calculating the ‘state of the population’, these simulations do not
simulate actual behaviour but only calculate behavioural outcomes at the macro-level.
Therefore, these two simulation models are not being discussed under the topic of
‘simulations of behaviour’. Being mainly aimed at mimicking behavioural outcomes instead
of simulating the behavioural dynamics that lead towards those outcomes, these
formalisations of behaviour constitute heterologous metaphors. The behavioural parts in
these models yield macro-level outcomes that bear some resemblance with the real-world
outcomes, but they have no valid resemblance with the actual micro-level behavioural
processes that generate these macro-level outcomes. That this approach can be very
appealing is demonstrated by SimCity2000, which suggests very convincingly that
thousands of Sims are actually living in an artificially created town.

However, to study processes of behaviour such as interacting, learning and
adaptation, it is necessary to formalise humans as interacting individual agents. This
requires the validation of agent-rules at the micro-level, translating empirically validated
psychological laws into simulated agents, thus constituting an unificational metaphor. To
simulate processes of interaction, it is necessary to let at least two simulated agents interact,
thus using a multi-agent simulation approach. In the next section, some representative
examples of multi-agent simulations originating from social dilemma research will be
discussed.

The simulation of behaviour in social dilemmas

A main research field on human interdependency is that of social dilemmas (see Chapter
2). The social dilemma paradigm, originating from game theory, refers to situations where
individual and collective rationality collide. These situations may range from two persons
interacting a single time to the management of natural resources such as fish-grounds and
forests. The commons dilemma, typically involving many people interacting repeatedly can
be considered to be a special type of social dilemma.

Liebrand and Messick (1996a, pp. 215) state that the research field of social
dilemmas is ‘characterised by an abundance of simple-main and lower-order interaction effects.’ Many
factors that determine if an actor is more likely to cooperate or to defect have been studied
in relative isolated settings. For example, (1) laboratory experiments revealed that
decreasing the incentive for defective behaviour and/or increasing the incentive for
cooperative behaviour stimulates cooperative behaviour (Kelley and Grzelak, 1972), (2)
people tend to cooperate more often in smaller groups than in larger groups (e.g., Fox and
Guyer, 1977), and (3) cooperation is promoted when actors believe they can be punished
for defecting or rewarded for their cooperative behaviour (Komorita and Barth, 1985;
Komorita, 1987).

To derive a systematic picture of how these three factors interact would require a
lot of experimenting with real people. And of course, many more factors could be
included in such experiments. Therefore, it is understandable that a theoretical model that
describes the dynamics between individual decision-making and the characteristics of a
social group is still lacking. However, such a theoretical model is necessary in order to
reflect and improve our understanding of: (1) the rules that people apply in social dilemma
situations, (2) how the combination of (different or similar) individual rules leads towards
certain outcomes at the collective level, and (3) to understand how these individual rules
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are apt to change as a result of a changing situation (interactions between the micro- and
macro-level).

Experiments that would provide insights in such dynamics require that the decision
strategies or rules that the actors use are (1) exactly known and (2) consistently used. It
seems obvious that these requirements cannot be fulfilled using real people as research
subjects. Yet these requirements are important, because only if the decision strategy of
each actor is precisely known and stable, the possibility arises to systematically investigate
the dynamics between individual decision-making and collective behaviour. Moreover,
because a slightly different starting situation, e.g., one actor being a bit more cooperative,
may result in very different outcomes, a lot of experiments would have to be conducted in
order to identify the relevant dynamics. It would be worthwhile to be able to control for
the starting situation. Finally, because some dynamics may be recognised only after many
time-steps (e.g., the occurrence of an equilibrium or steady state), it would be necessary to
use experimental designs with many time-steps. All these requirements make it clear that
experimenting with the behaviour of real people is very hard if not unattainable.

Multi-agent computer simulations provide a methodology that allows for studying
such processes using simple agents as heterologous metaphors of real human beings. Here
an agent is formalised as an ‘automaton’ consisting of clearly defined rules. The agents can
interact and are interdependent regarding the outcomes of their individual behaviours.
Consequently, outcomes arise that shed light on the relevant micro-macro dynamics of
systems. The main advantages of this computer simulation approach are: (1) the agent
decision rules can be defined beforehand, resulting in perfect knowledge regarding the
decision strategies of each agent, (2) many (slightly) different or exactly similar simulations
can be run in a relatively short period of time, and (3) simulations involving many time-
steps can be run in a relatively short period of time.

Three types of simulation tools are being applied in multi-agent simulations of
social dilemmas: (1) the cellular automata approach, (2) social network approaches and (3)
neural network approaches (Liebrand and Messick, 1996b). Here, the approaches
mentioned under 2 and 3 are considered to be subcategories of artificial intelligence (see
Chapter 3 on tools for agent-based modelling). Each of the three types of simulation is
shortly explained, and one or more representative examples are briefly described.

Cellular Automata
A cellular automaton can be conceived as an abstract machine with a set of rules. These
rules define what action the machine takes (e.g., cooperate or defect) given its current state.
This state (e.g., a certain energy level) can be visualised by means of a particular colour
(e.g., green is high in energy, red is low). The machine can exist in only one state at the
time, and there are a limited number of possible states. In simulation experiments a group
of such machines are spatially positioned in a matrix (checkerboard) constituting a ‘virtual
world’. Every time-step results in a new state, depending on the previous state and the
state of the neighbouring machines. The ‘natural laws’ in this universe are the rules which
describe the conditions for a change of state.

A major factor determining the behaviour of real people in social dilemmas is the
(defective or cooperative) behaviour of the other players. This factor is easy to translate in
terms of simple rules or strategies for a machine. For example, one could design rules like
‘if more than half of the neighbouring cells cooperated in the previous time-step, then
cooperate in the next time-step’. Liebrand and Van Lange (1996a) used such a cellular
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automata approach in simulating a repeated prisoners’ dilemma. In their simulations the
automaton ‘decides’ to defect or to cooperate on the basis of previous outcomes of self
and the neighbouring automatons. Using this simulation technique, they formalised
automatons with different decision heuristics, such as Win-Stay, Lose-Change (WSLC) and
Win-Cooperate, Lose-Defect (WCLD). Using these automatons in their simulations, they
studied the effects of group size on cooperation level, clustering, accumulated payoffs,
initial dependence and the speed of achieving a stable level of cooperation. The simulation
experiments revealed that when a large group of agents is caught in a prisoners’ dilemma,
and they use a competitive type of social comparison for the evaluation of their outcomes,
cooperation may end up being the stable dominating strategy (Liebrand and Van Lange,
1996a, pp. 231). A general conclusion is that these computer simulations provide a
powerful tool to investigate the dynamics of social dilemmas.

Axelrod (1980a; 1980b; 1984) arranged a computer tournament in which various
rules and/or strategies were tested in an iterated game. A very successful strategy appeared
to be cooperation unless the other automata defected in the previous round. This strategy
is known as Tit-for-Tat (TfT). Two TfT automata will quickly arrive at stable cooperating
behaviour. However, if one of the automata makes a mistake (formalised as ‘noise’), the
stable cooperation disappears. In this situation the automaton accidentally perceives the
cooperative behaviour of the other as defective, or accidentally takes an action different
than the intended one. As a result of this mistake they fall into a cycle of alternating
revenges (Lindgren and Nordahl, 1995). To avoid that, different strategies were developed
that keep track of history. Some of these strategies are deterministic, for example: ‘defect if
opponent defects two times in a row’ (Tf2T). Other strategies were probabilistic, for
example a TfT-like strategy that forgives a defective choice of the other with a probability
that depends on the historical choice behaviour of the other (Molander, 1985; Nowak and
Sigmund, 1992). Besides ‘fixed’ strategies, also evolutionary strategies have been
developed, using the technique of genetic algorithms (see also Chapter 3 on conceptual
tools for agent-based modelling). For example, Axelrod (1987) applied a genetic algorithm
that had a history of six time-steps. This simulation showed that, starting with a random
configuration, in most populations first the uncooperative strategies dominated, but
further in the process more cooperative strategies tended to dominate on the basis of
reciprocity.

The cellular automata modelling approach has been used to study social dilemmas
by, e.g., Axelrod (1980a; 1980b; 1984) Nowak and May (1992; 1993), Nowak and Sigmund
(1992), Bruch (1993), Hegselmann (1994; 1996), Kirchkamp (1994), Messick and Liebrand
(1995) and Liebrand and Van Lange (1996a).

Social networks
The social networks approach resembles in many ways the cellular automata approach.
The main difference, however, is that the relationships between the agents are variable,
which goes beyond the fixed checkerboard grid. The relations between the agents may
change in time as a consequence of the behaviour of those agents (Liebrand and Van
Lange, 1996b, pp. 7). Whereas in the cellular automata approach the cells are ‘condemned’
to interact with their fixed neighbours, in the social network the agents may contact
whomever they like.

Conte (1996), for example, used a social network approach to study rational
interaction in cognitive agents. She formalised the social dependence of agents as their
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dependency on the performance of other agents to reach their goals. The computer-
programmed model, called DEPNET, allowed her to study the emergence of social
structures (dependency networks) and rational strategies. DEPNET allows one to
program the agents’ architecture in terms of goals, resources, actions, plans and beliefs
about other agents’ states. The agents could interact by means of: (1) influencing, where an
agent attempts to influence another agent to have a new goal, (2) social exchange, where
an agent complies with an other agent’s request in order to obtain reciprocation from the
latter, and (3) cooperation, where agents accomplish a share in a multi-agent plan aimed to
achieve a common goal. Conte (1996) found that cooperative strategies are often more
convenient than, e.g., social exchange strategies. That is, in situations of mutual
dependence to reach a certain goal, cooperation provides a more rational solution in
comparison to influencing and exchange strategies.

Neural networks
The parallel processing of information in neural networks constitutes the most important
difference with the cellular automata and social networks approaches (Liebrand and
Messick, 1996). Each neuron has several input lines and a single output line. This allows
for the simulation of constantly adapting networks, which are even more flexible than
social networks.

Macy (1996), for example, used a genetic-algorithm approach in an artificial neural
network to study processes of natural selection and social learning with respect to
strategies in an iterated prisoners’ dilemma. The agents had ‘softwired’ strategies, that is,
they could change their strategy in reaction to low outcomes. Whereas ‘hardwired’
strategies like Tit-For-Tat are not capable of altering their programming, ‘softwired’
strategies can do so in order to adapt their behaviour to changing circumstances. As such,
using such a ‘reinforcement learning approach’, two (or more) agents may show an
evolution in their relationship. Macy (1996) used the technique of genetic algorithms
(Holland, 1975) to program such an adaptive agent. In his simulation experiments, he
introduced perceptual and behavioural mistakes, that is, agents may misread the input or
by accident give the wrong output. The agents kept track of history, that is, they
memorised the behaviour of their partner for a number of rounds. The agents played 50
rounds against a fixed partner (randomly chosen from 100). Following these 50 rounds, a
natural selection algorithm gave the fitter strategies a larger chance of returning in the next
generation. The total experiment lasted for 105 rounds. The simulations showed that the
Win-Stay-Lose-Shift (WSLS) strategy was a clear evolutionary winner, not Tit-for-Tat
(TfT).

Comments on the simulation of social dilemmas
The above-mentioned simulations teach us a lot about the basic micro-macro dynamics
that affect the use and the management of common goods. However, these simulations
are primarily focussed at developing and testing outcome-maximising strategies. The ‘basic
mathematical approach’ of these simulations is aimed at the discovery of laws of
interdependent behaviour. In this approach, the agents ‘live’ in a simple one-dimensional
world, where only one ‘good’ can be consumed. This good is formalised in terms of
abstract points, and an agent is implicitly assumed to have an everlasting motivation to
consume more of these points, irrespectively of the number it has consumed before.
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Consequently, the agents are equipped with a single unsatisfiable need for points7. The
first point consumed is considered to be equally satisfying as the consumption of point
number 100. Thus, a next unit of goods will contribute the same to the agents need
satisfaction, independent of the number of goods consumed previously. This formalisation
of needs does not match with theoretical conceptions of needs in psychology and
economy (e.g., McDougall, 1928; Maslow, 1954; and Max-Neef, 1992).

In real life, the more of a certain good is being consumed, the less motivated one
usually is to consume another unit of that good (there is diminishing marginal utility).
Moreover, people have multiple needs and abilities, and consumption goods are capable of
satisfying several needs simultaneously and may address different abilities at the same time.
To optimise their efforts as well as their outcomes, people may engage in different
processes such as deliberation, social comparison, imitation and habit formation in
deciding how to behave. Whereas some of these processes are formalised in a rudimentary
way, e.g., social comparison, the fact remains that the decision rules of the agents have not
been developed on the basis of psychological theory. The researchers in this field
acknowledge this. For example, Liebrand and Messick (1996, pp. 232) conclude that their
theoretical model is still rudimentary and that it is necessary to introduce more richness
into the reconstruction of social decision processes in dilemma situations. For example,
the automatons in their simulations were programmed to compare their state with that of
neighbouring automatons on every time step, and to act upon the outcomes of that
comparison. The social comparison process has been defined as, e.g., cooperate unless the
other player did not cooperate in the previous round (Tit-for-Tat), or, if your outcome
exceeds the average outcome of your neighbours, then it is a win and then you will
cooperate in the next round. These rules have no link with psychologically important
factors such as similarity and uncertainty, which often determine if social comparison is
likely to occur.

Yet the fundamental dynamics that are being identified and explored in such
simulation models may be valuable in interpreting and understanding outcomes of more
elaborated simulation models. On the other hand, it is a challenge to extend the existing
social dilemma simulations with a greater variety of outcomes and agent needs. This would
allow for experimentation with more psychologically valid heuristics in familiar
experimental situations.

The next section will present some exemplary simulations of behaviour in more
complex systems. Because this also allows for the programming of more complex
behavioural rules, the resulting behavioural dynamics have more resemblance with real-
world dynamics.

                                                          
7 The researchers in this paradigm implicitly acknowledge the existence of more needs, as indicated by

their use of acronyms such as KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid) and EROS (Enhancing Realism Of
Simulations) (First International Conference on Computer Simulation and the Social Sciences
(ICCS&SS) 1997).
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Multi-agent simulations of behaviour in complex environments

In the previous sections some examples were presented of simulated real-world systems,
and of simulations of behaviour in social dilemma situations. Combining these approaches
for simulating behaviour in a complex environment would serve two goals. First, it would
allow for studying the behavioural dynamics of resource depletion. Second, it would
provide a tool to study the management of complex systems involving human behaviour,
such as traffic flows, the use of natural resources and the behaviour of different large
crowds in particular environments.

In this section we will discuss a number of multi-agent approaches that are aimed
at simulating more complex human behaviour dynamics. Some of these simulations refer
to a restricted area of behaviour, e.g., car-driving in the driving simulator of the University
of Groningen Centre for Environmental and Traffic Psychology (Van Wolffelaar and Van
Winsum, 1996). Other simulations refer to human behaviour in a very broad context. For
example, Epstein and Axtell (1996) discuss the results of their simulation Sugarscape in
terms of human civilisation. All simulations here have in common that they intend to
capture the processes that determine the behaviour of real humans.

The COV Driving Simulator
The Driving Simulator of the Centre for Environmental and Traffic Psychology (Dutch
acronym: COV) allows for studying car driver behaviour in a simulated environment (Van
Wolffelaar and Van Winsum, 1996). The simulator consists of a real car (without engine)
with a wide, semi-circular screen in front of it. On this screen the simulated environment is
being projected, which consists of roads with other cars, buildings, traffic signs, crossroads
et cetera. Letting other cars (agents) drive autonomously in the simulated micro-world
enhances the realism of the simulation. The agents that steer these simulated cars know
the traffic rules, and adapt their driving behaviour to the actual traffic situation, which
includes the behaviour of the real driver. To attain realistic behaviour in the driving
behaviour of the simulated agents, they are programmed to perceive the environment,
evaluate behavioural rules and respond autonomously. The evaluation of behavioural rules
serves three goals of the agents, namely to avoid collisions, not to endanger other vehicles
and not to disrupt the flow of traffic. At a higher level the agents have a navigational goal,
consisting of either a random route or a predetermined route (following a scenario script).

The object of the studies performed with the COV’s simulator is to study the
driving behaviour of real human subjects in a controlled setting, not to study the behaviour
of the simulated drivers. Studies have been directed at (1) the assessment of individual
driving performance in various specific situations, where the drivers were normal, healthy
people, or people with functional disabilities, or people who used medicinal drugs, (2) the
evaluation of on-board navigational systems, (3) the evaluation of road designs, and (4)
driver training and selection (Van Wolffelaar & Van Winsum, 1996). However, the traffic
model appears to be also suitable to study the dynamics of traffic flows. Running the
traffic model on a personal computer would provide a tool to experiment with the
dynamics of traffic-jams as a function of road design and driver behaviour.
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Sugarscape
To simulate the fundamentals of human societies Epstein and Axtell (1996) have
developed a simulation model called Sugarscape. The simulation model may reflect the
emergence of, e.g., sex, culture, conflict, and trade. The processes that emerge in these
simulations sometimes show a remarkable resemblance with processes in the real world.
However, the agents modelled in Sugarscape have little in common with real people (see
Durlauf, 1997).

Sugarscape is a cellular automata model of an agent-environment system. The
environment consists of a matrix (checkerboard), where some areas (groups of cells)
contain more 'food' (sugar), and other areas are relatively impoverished with respect to
food. In this environment several agents are ‘living’. These agents need sugar to keep alive
and moving. To find the sugar, the agents are equipped with a limited vision of the
environment. The simplest agents have the instruction to 'look around as far as your vision
permits, find the spot with the most sugar, go there and eat the sugar'. Every move the
agent makes costs some sugar, and as such, they have a simple metabolism. The quantity
of sugar an agent consumes determines its need-satisfaction. The more sugar an agent
consumes, the higher its ability to move. Even with these relatively simple rules
phenomena can be identified which are mimicking real-world processes. For example,
environments are capable of supporting limited numbers of agents (the principle of
environmental carrying capacity), and skewness may arise in the distribution of sugar
consumption among the agents, resembling the distribution of wealth in human societies
represented by, e.g., the Gini-index (Gini, 1912).

Epstein and Axtell (1996) performed large numbers of experiments with
Sugarscape, and tested the effects of various extensions of their simulation programme.
One of the first extensions was the introduction of birth and death in Sugarscape.
Moreover, they gave agents 'cultural' attributes and rules for the transmission of these
attributes. Their goal was to simulate the following 'proto-history':

In the beginning, a small population of agents is randomly scattered about a landscape. Purposeful
individual behaviour leads the most capable or lucky agents to the most fertile zones of the landscape; these
migrations produce spatially segregated agent pools. Though less fortunate agents die on the wayside, for the
survivors life is good: food is plentiful, most live to ripe ages, populations expand through sexual
reproduction, and the transmission of cultural attributes eventually produces spatially distinct "tribes". But
their splendid isolation proves unsustainable: populations grow beyond what local resources can supply,
forcing tribes to expand into previously uninhabited areas. There the tribes collide and interact perpetually,
with penetrations, combat, and cultural assimilation producing complex social histories, with violent phases,
peaceful epochs, and so on (Epstein and Axtell, 1996, page 8).

Starting with simple agents, Epstein and Axtell (1996) experimented with various
extensions of the agent rules. For example, rules were developed for attacking agents
belonging to a different tribe, resulting in a plundering of sugar from weaker tribes. The
introduction of a second commodity, 'spice', allowed for the emergence of trade.
Simulations were run for neo-classical agents, that live forever and have fixed preferences,
and for non-neo-classical agents, which are born and die again, and which may change
their preferences. In comparison to the neo-classical agents, the non-neo-classical agents
caused a higher variance in the distribution of trade prices. Moreover, the horizontal
inequality, which refers to the differences in welfare, increased even further among the
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non-neo-classical agents. Last but not least, in the runs with non-neo-classical agents no
equilibrium (as postulated in the First Theorem of welfare economics, see e.g., Richardson,
1959) emerged. Even credit networks were simulated, and diseases were 'developed'.

No matter how elegant Sugarscape may be, the insights it provides thus far are not
new to social science. Moreover, Durlauf (1997) in his review remarks that '...the sorts of
microeconomic structures employed in Sugarscape preclude the possibility of providing an explanation of the
macro-phenomena of interest. In the absence of behavioral assumptions which sensibly embody the objectives
of agents, any match between the model's predictions is almost by definition unenlightening' (Durlauf,
1997, p. 48). Durlauf’s critique is in line with our earlier observation that many multi-agent
simulations lack individual agent rules that are based upon behavioural theory. This also
accounts for the agents in Sugarscape, which, for example, have only a single need and do
not engage in social comparison. Despite the fact that the simulations with Sugarscape
show very interesting processes, the lack of psychological rules forces one to be cautious
with respect to interpreting the simulation results in terms of actual processes in human
society.

Simulating fishermen’s society
Bousquet, Cambier, Mullon, Morand and Quensiere (1994) developed a model to simulate
a society of fishermen. This model is being used to simulate the fisheries of the central
delta of Niger. The authors chose to use an object-oriented design of their simulation
model. This approach implies that a system is being modelled by representing the various
constituent objects. Two main categories of objects in this simulation are concerned with
the ecological dynamics (including fish) and the dynamics of fishing (including
households). The model is aimed at simulating the decisions made by households (the
micro-level) in a fluctuating environment. The ecological dynamics refer to the
reproduction, growth, mortality, migration and competition of fish in four different
biotopes (river, channels, ponds and flooded areas). In the simulation, various
characteristics of the fish population may change (e.g., evolution of biomass, weight and
age structure) depending on the fishermen’s decisions and fishing strategies.

From a psychological standpoint, the modelling of the fishermen’s decision-making
is the most interesting part of the modelling. ‘Household objects’ are included in the
simulation that may differ in size and ethnicity. The distribution of these household
characteristics resembles the distribution of households in the region. For example, the
mean number of persons per household approximates a normal distribution with a
standard deviation of 2. In the simulation, the households decide on their activities and
behave accordingly. The decision-making model that Bousquet et al. (1994) use
distinguishes four phases: building, perception, decision (selection) and action. In the
building phase all the activities that can be performed in the environment are recorded. The
perception phase consists of getting information on the potential activities. This information
can be represented in two ways. First, the quantitative description indicates an expected
catch under certain circumstances. This information may be based upon previous
experiences, and may be perceived either optimistically (as a minimum) or pessimistically
(as a maximum). Second, a qualitative description may be used to qualify activities as
favourable, unfavourable, impossible or compulsory. In the selection phase the household
chooses a possible action. A top-down approach here resembles the anthropologist
viewpoint: the choice for an action is a function of two group characteristics, namely
household-type and ethnicity. A bottom-up approach starts at the household level, e.g.,
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considering a rule like ‘look at your neighbours and copy the action of the most successful
neighbour’.

Their first simulations started with economically rational households. Simulation of
a two-year period with two flood periods showed that all fishermen reacted on the same
moment in the same way, depending on the state of the ecosystem. That is, they all started
fishing in either the river, the channels (if filled), the ponds (if not dry), the plains (if
flooded) or they started working on the land (agriculture), all depending on the water level.

A second simulation tried to include environmental and human variability by
means of variability of catch. Also in this simulation the fishermen tended to react in the
same way on the same moment, however, the changes were less immediate (there was
more diversity) than in the previous simulation. As such, during some moments in time
some fishermen were fishing in the river whilst others are working on the land. A third
simulation introduced a variable risk perception. The optimistic fishermen selected their
behaviour by reference to their best achievement in the previous two weeks. The
pessimistic fishermen referred to the worst achievement in the last two weeks, and the
risk-neutral fishermen referred to their average achievement. Equipping the fishermen
with different risk-perceptions (1/3 optimistic, 1/3 risk-neutral and 1/3 pessimistic)
further increased the diversity in behaviour.

Thus far, the households did not communicate directly with each other. To
introduce communication, a next simulation allowed households to have two or five social
relations. Bousquet et al. (1994) concluded that the size of the communication network
might change the use of space, although the results are not clearly interpretable. A next
simulation used anthropological data on where certain tribes are fishing. Not surprisingly
the simulation shows that fishermen belonging to different tribes (‘Bozo’ vs. ‘Somono’) are
fishing at different locations. The various simulations summarised here also revealed
differences with respect to the resource dynamics, that is, the number and biomass of fish
during the two-year period in the simulation.
 Bousquet et al. (1994) demonstrate that the simulation of a human-environment
system may contribute to a better understanding of how certain characteristics of the
‘human system’ interfere with the dynamics of natural resources. However, the
psychological realism of the agents is up for further improvements. In the current
simulation the fishermen have only one need, i.e., food. Consequently, a lot of relevant
behavioural processes that deal with the balancing of more than one need cannot be
accounted for in this version of their simulation tool. Also the rules for social comparison
can be elaborated further. For example, the rules do not account for when a fisherman is
eager to socially compare, and with whom. Another remark concerns the absence of trade
in the simulation. Trade is important, because selling fish may provide the money to buy
valued goods. Increased fishing to earn money instead of just obtaining food may have
important consequences for resource dynamics. For the simulation of such processes it is
necessary to enhance the psychological richness of the simulated agents

Steels’ robots
Steels (1995) employs physical agents (robots) in his study of behaviour-oriented Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Whereas the knowledge-focussed approach of AI-research, fostered
mainly by cognitive psychology and linguistics, has encountered serious problems because
the top-down approach required very complex rule-systems, the autonomous agents
research, behaviour based or bottom up artificial intelligence has witnessed a rapid
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development in recent years (Steels, 1995, see also Chapter 3 on artificial intelligence).
Scientists from various disciplines have been working on what is called ‘artificial life route
to artificial intelligence’ (Steels and Brooks, 1993), bottom-up AI (Brooks, 1986), the
Animat approach (Wilson, 1991), Behaviour-based AI (Steels, 1990) and Animal Robotics
(McFarland, 1992), see also Steels (1995).

The success of this research is defined as the success in building agents capable of
maximising their own self-preservation in interaction with a dynamically changing
environment. Whereas other scientific programs simulate behaviour in a virtual world,
Steels’ agents actually behave in the real world. There are more examples of behaviour
simulations using physical robots, for example in the study of group behaviour of robots
(Matariç, 1996). An analogy can be made with flying: in a computer simulation of a flying
bird one can develop a flying machine that moves its virtual wings and responds to
differences in, e.g., velocity, altitude and air-pressure, but the simulation does not actually
fly in the real world. The use of physical robots allows one to study the behaviour of
agents in (a limited part of) the real world.

Steels (1995) argues that emergent functionality (finding new useful capacities by
yourself) is the only way for a robot to autonomously increase its capability. Equipping
robots with rules that allow for emergent behaviour yields two advantages. First, no
additional structure is necessary to get additional capabilities. As a result, the robot will be
capable of adapting to a changing environment. Second, the behaviour will be robust,
being less dependent on accurate sensing and action, and it makes fewer fixed assumptions
regarding the state of the environment it is living in. Consequently, the robot is more
flexible in coping with changing environments and it is capable of dealing with mistakes it
made earlier. A disadvantage of emergent behaviour is that it is less efficient. It will often
cost a lot of time before efficient behaviour emerges, whilst the programming of such
behaviour will of course directly produce such behaviour. To learn more about the
benefits and disadvantages of different behavioural competencies, Steels (1995) argues that
it is important to experiment with agents with many different behavioural competencies,
that are operating in ecosystems with a multitude of challenges.

The approach of Steels and others is aimed at exploring the basics of intelligent
behaviour. Intelligence is framed within the general context of biology. Steels has no
intention to simulate the behaviour of humans, and as such, the behavioural rules of his
robots are not based upon psychological theories. Only self-preservation can be
considered as a psychological need. Whereas the bottom-up approach Steels adheres to
teaches us a lot about some basic principles of behaviour, such as the role of emergence,
the decision rules used to model robot behaviour are very simple and not based upon a
behaviour-theoretical framework. Yet this approach may be informative about deeper
biological rules that partly determine human behaviour. However, because of the absence
of factors such as multiple needs and uncertainty, Steels’ robot rules do not provide a tool
to simulate processes such as social comparison and habit formation that play an
important role in human behaviour.

The commons dilemma simulated by Grant and Thompson
Grant and Thompson (1997) state that the integration of physical, biological and human
systems in formal models is one of the most exciting challenges for ecological modellers.
In their model they simulate ‘the commons’ as described in the classical text by Hardin
(1968). They combine models of the resource (pasture land), cows and farmers. Two
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agents, representing farmers, are confronted with the choice to add or withdraw a cow
from the common resource. The agents are equipped with a Tit-for-Tat or with a pure
optimising strategy. The optimising strategy utilises information regarding the behaviour of
the complete system, whereas the Tit-for-Tat strategy only examines the behaviour of the
other agent at t - 1. If both actors employ a Tit-for-Tat strategy a sustainable resource use
is reached because the actors succeed in cooperating. If one of the actors follows an
optimising strategy, the system collapses because of the commons dilemma structure. The
interesting point here is that despite its simplicity, the Tit-for-Tat strategy outperforms the
optimising strategy in reaching a sustainable resource use. However, despite the more
elaborated modelling of in particular the foraging of the herd and the associated rate of
animal weight gain, the behavioural rules are based on game-theoretical principles instead
on behavioural theory.

Ernst’s simulation of agents in resource dilemmas
Ernst (1998) developed an artificial agent that is based upon psychological theory.
Summarised, agents have ecological knowledge (about the resource), social knowledge
(about others’ ecological knowledge, intentions and motives) and action knowledge
(schemata that allow to react flexibly to situations whilst preserving the strategically
defined goal). Each agent has three prototypical motives: (1) to maximise individual gain,
(2) to maximise overall resource outcome, and (3) to minimise the differences between
participants. Motives, knowledge, the ecological and the social environment determine the
goals an agent has. For example, the motive of maximising resource outcome (prescribing
reasonable use) can lead towards over-harvesting when the ecological knowledge is poor.
Combining various motives and knowledge structures allows one to model a variety of
agents.

These artificial agents have been tested in the Fishing Conflict Game (Spada,
Opwis, Donnen, Schwiersch and Ernst, 1987). This is a resource-management game
where several people try to manage a replenishable fish stock. The fish stock dynamics are
formalised on the basis of a dynamic, non-linear function fitting to biological data. The
results showed that the behaviour of the artificial agents was comparable to the behaviour
of people playing the Fishing Conflict Game. Moreover, people could play the game with
the artificial agents without identifying them as computer-simulated agents. The agents
thus performed behaviour that went beyond the rational/optimal resource-management
strategies that have been used in many other modelling approaches.

In testing the performance of the Tit-for-Tat strategy in this simulation context,
Ernst (1998) found that this strategy is not a viably way to promote a sustainable use
because of three reasons. In the first place, retaliating the over-harvesting of someone with
over-harvesting oneself leads to a further decrease of the resource, and thus may
jeopardise one’s future outcomes. Second, the one that is retaliating is less trusted by the
others, and thus will decrease the intention of other players to limit their harvesting.
Finally, the group equity level shifts towards a higher resource use, which may stimulate
other users to increase their harvesting behaviour.

Ernst’s approach is an outstanding example of how psychological theory can be
applied in a multi-agent simulation. He translates knowledge from attitude theory into
decision rules for agents. Because Ernst concentrates on attitude theory, processes like
social comparison and habit formation are not included in the model. The agents in his
simulation have to deal with a single outcome and thus, implicitly, appear to have one
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need. Moreover, the simulated agents predict the behaviour of the other agents without
directly interacting with them. Consequently it is not possible to experiment with the
dynamics of behaviour such as social comparison and habit formation.

Comments on multi-agent simulations of behaviour in complex environments
Whereas the various simulation models discussed in the current section provide valuable
tools to simulate and/or to explore human behaviour in complex environments, the main
critique refers to the psychological layout of the simulated agents. This ranges from very
poor (Sugarscape: Epstein and Axtell, 1996) to an elaborated formalisation of attitude
theory (Ernst, 1998). Up to now no simulation contains agent rules on the basis of a meta-
model of human behaviour that integrates various processes and factors that have been
identified as relevant in the context of environmental behaviour. Therefore, processes and
variables like the satisfaction of various needs, quality-of-life, reasoned action habit
formation and social comparison are not commonly used in simulation models. It is
essential to include such behavioural factors and processes in agent rules. Such rules would
first allow for studying the behavioural dynamics of environmental resource depletion.
Second, it would provide a tool for studying how people manage systems that involve
interactions between the behaviour of many humans and a complex environment

A meta-model of human behaviour that incorporates the relevant theories of
behaviour would be helpful in formalising a set of agent rules that capture the most
important behavioural dynamics. Such a model should indicate under what conditions a
certain behavioural theory is relevant. The meta-model can thus be used to specify the
conditions under which an agent engages in particular types of behavioural processing.
These agent rules should be simple in order to keep the simulations understandable and
accessible for research. In comparison to the enormous complexity of real human beings
such agent rules appear to be very simple. However, despite this simplicity, modelling
some general laws that represent a broad range of behaviour may significantly improve
simulations of environmental behaviour.

In the next chapter a conceptual meta-model will be described that is aimed at
integrating various behavioural theories that are relevant in the context of environmental
behaviour. This conceptual meta-model will be used to develop a coherent set of simple
agent rules.
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